**WHAT’S IT FOR AND HOW DO I USE IT?**

---

**TROWEL**

Use the trowel to dig small holes and move soil/compost.

When holding the trowel make sure the point is facing the ground.

---

**RAKE**

For levelling soil surface and clearing debris.

---

**SPADE**

Useful for breaking up earth and digging large holes and moving soil/compost.
DIGGING FORK

Forks are used for breaking up the earth, weeding large areas and sifting debris from soil.

GARDENING HOE

For controlling weeds by removing them from the soil. Place the flat edge behind the weed and push forward to cut through the soil.

SECATEURS

For pruning (trimming) fruit trees, bushes and other plants that may need to be cut back.
 WHAT’S IT FOR AND HOW DO I USE IT?

**MULTI-SHARPENER**
Tools can become blunt. Use this to sharpen them and keep them well-maintained.

**GARDENING GLOVES**
For protecting your hands when you’re touching soil and plants. Especially useful when pulling out weeds!

**PEGS**
Use to pair gloves together and hang up in the greenhouse.
**WHAT’S IT FOR AND HOW DO I USE IT?**

**BUCKETS**
For moving materials around your garden.

**GARDEN HOSE**
Fit hose to your outdoor tap and use for watering crops. Use the different spraying options for changing the water strength.

**WATERING CANS**
5L and 1.5L for watering your crops.
WHAT’S IT FOR AND HOW DO I USE IT?

PROPAGATOR LIDS

Using a lid has the same effect as a greenhouse so that you can germinate seeds. Can be used in the classroom or on a windowsill.

SEED TRAYS

Place the seed tray inserts into this tray. Helps to retain water and is useful for carrying.

SEED TRAY INSERTS

This has individual sections for sowing seeds. Use in the greenhouse or in the classroom.
WHAT’S IT FOR AND HOW DO I USE IT?

**POTS**
Transfer your seedlings from your seed tray into these pots. Or sow large seeds directly into pots.

**PLANT LABELS**
These wooden labels help identify seeds and plants in pots and raised beds.

**MARKER PEN**
A permanent marker for writing on plant labels.
**WHAT’S IT FOR AND HOW DO I USE IT?**

**NETTING**
Use the netting with bamboo canes to create a structure to place over crops to keep pests away!

**HORTICULTURAL FLEECE**
For keeping your crops protected from frost and pests.

**GROUND PEGS**
Use to pin your netting or fleece to the ground.
WHAT’S IT FOR AND HOW DO I USE IT?

**BAMBOO CANES**
Handy for training plants to grow upwards and for providing support. Can be used to make a frame for netting.

**TWINE**
Useful for tying plant stems to trellis to encourage them to grow tall. Or use to tie plant protection structures together.

**MULTI-PURPOSE COMPOST**
Multi-purpose compost is useful when growing seeds and potting on seedlings.